Proposed criteria for specific and non-specific chromosomal genotoxicity based on hydrophobic interactions.
Tests for chromosomal damage are indispensable in the genotoxicity testing battery. Thus, positive results of clastogenicity or aneugenicity tests are of key relevance in safety assessment and product development. Schultz and Onfelt [N. Schultz, A. Onfelt, Sensitivity of cytokinesis to hydrophobic interactions. Chemical induction of bi- and multi-nucleated cells, Chem. Biol. Interact. 126 (2000) 97-123.] have studied the chemical induction of bi- and multi-nucleated cells in Chinese hamster V79 cells and compared non-specific agents with inducers acting through a known specific mechanism. They separated compounds with a specific action from those with a non-specific action based on lipophilicity, following a theory of hydrophobic interactions with processes of cytokinesis. It appeared possible to broaden the original database of this concept to include aneugenic as well as clastogenic compounds studied in the micronucleus (MN) test. The datasets used for this purpose were (A) the original dataset of Schultz and Onfelt [N. Schultz, A. Onfelt, Sensitivity of cytokinesis to hydrophobic interactions. Chemical induction of bi- and multi-nucleated cells, Chem. Biol. Interact. 126 (2000) 97-123.], and two sets (B, C) of our own data from studies in V79 cells in vitro. As the particular endpoints used were different (A: counts of bi- and multi-nucleated cells, B/C: micronucleus counts) the coherence of the experimental data sets was validated by including compounds belonging to both collections. Data set B included compounds with a specific effect on the mitotic spindle (nitrobenzene and benzonitrile) and data set C included the phytoestrogens genistein and daidzein, as well as a number of hormonal steroids with unknown mode of action. Taking all three data sets (A, B, C) together, the 33 compounds investigated covered a total lipophilicity range of logP between -0.51 (diamide) and 5.65 (17alpha-propylmesterolone). In order to separate statistical outliers (with a specific mode of action to be likely) from the large cluster of compounds with non-specific genotoxicity related to hydrophobic interactions, the method of robust regression was applied. It appeared that all compounds with a specific mode of action were in fact outliers of the lipophilicity rule. Genistein, a weak clastogen causing chromosomal aberrations and being discussed to induce topoisomerase-2 mediated DNA breaks, came close to the statistical borderline between compounds with specific and non-specific chromosomal genotoxicity. A general procedure is proposed, applicable in chemical product development, to screen specific and non-specific modes of action.